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Why Are Pronouns Important?

How Do You Ask Someone Which 

Pronouns They Use?

What If I Make A Mistake?

They: Yes, It Can Be Singular!

You can’t always know what someone’s gender

pronouns are by looking at them.  

 

Asking and correctly using someone’s pronouns

is one of the most basic ways to show your

respect for their gender identity.  When someone

is referred to with the wrong pronoun, it can make

them feel disrespected, invalidated, dismissed,

alienated, and/or dysphoric

Try asking: “What pronouns do you use” or “Can

you remind me what pronouns you use?” It might

feel awkward at first, but it is not as bad as

getting it wrong or making a hurtful assumption.

You can also start by introducing your own first to

make the introduction more welcoming.

When you make a mistake; apologize, correct the

mistake, and remember for the next time.

 

It can be tempting to go on and on about how bad

you feel that you messed up, but please, don’t do

that.  It is not appropriate and makes the person

who was misgendered feel responsible for

comforting you. It is our job to remember people’s

pronouns.

"They" is a grammatically correct gender neutral

pronoun. It has been recognized by the Merriam-

Webster Dictionary and more importantly by

Trans* and Non-Binary people. They, as a singular

pronoun, was also recognized as the 2019 Word

of the Year.

National Center for Transgender Equality
transequality.org 

Transgender Law Center
transgenderlawcenter.org 

Trans Student Educational Resources
(TSER)

transstudent.org 
Trans Women of Color Collective 

twocc.us 

Leading Organizations
for Transgender

Advocacy:
 When addressing groups of people or people

whose pronouns you haven’t been told, use
gender-neutral language such as, “friends,”
“folks,” “all,” or “y’all,” rather than “guys,” “ladies,”
“ma’am,” or “sir.”

Don’t make assumptions about relationship terms.
For example, use spouse or partner instead
of husband and wife; use parent instead of mother
and father.

Challenge the use of gender when talking about
careers and professions. For example, use
“firefighters”, instead of “firemen” or “ballet
dancer” instead of “ballerina”.

Tips for Gender Neutral
Language:

 

 

 


